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NAMEETA RENCHI

IT was a rude shock for city bus users as bus con-

ductors asked them to pay

more than the regular fare.

While few questioned the

timing of the hike, others

showed anguish over the

frequent rise. For the fifth

time in two years, the BMTC

increased the bus fares by

15%. The revised rates in

detail have been publicized

outside all the BMTC offices across the city.

People were surprised to see a sudden hike

immediately after the election. The so called aam

aadmi are now in trouble with the minimum

charge being Rs. 6, daily pass costing Rs. 70 and

monthly pass being Rs. 1050.  The other rates

are ; Volvo daily pass Rs. 140, Marco Polo daily

pass Rs.95, gold pass  Rs. 70 etc. The inflation is

scaring the middle class; while the IT sector is

will also start seeing some holes in their pockets.

Not only the common men but many within the

BMTC circle are genuinely opposing fare hike.

Mary, a private school teacher says, “I am

travelling every day in BMTC. There are people

who don’t earn a day as much as we spend on our

daily transportation. This is cruelty from govern-

ment side. I do not trust the government at all

and repent for voting.” The BMTC supports their

actions by saying that they are running on lose,

diesel hike is eating the service and also by show-

ing the figures suggesting that they require Rs.

300 crore to cover the loss in this fiscal year.

Bhaskar, a private company employee says,

“My company pays for my transportation but im-

agine the condition of a daily wage worker. They

will be in trouble. People will soon migrate to

other place leaving Bangalore due to its increased

cost of living.”

When Cityplus spoke to Shivanna, traffic

inspector with BMTC, he said, “All we do is to

follow what the higher authority says. It is actu-

ally disheartening to see the plight of people who

earns only Rs. 5000 per month and have to spend

Rs. 1050 for their monthly pass.”

However, few BMTC employees support the

hike, Divaker, a traffic controller with BMTC

is one among them. “People complain of poor

maintenance of BMTC busses. If we do not gen-

erate revenue how can people expect us to give

better facilities?” he questions.

Rajajinagar resident Vrinda PS said, “The

minimum cost is Rs 6 and we find difficulty to

give exact change. Conductors are being rude and

hope people will come out and voice against this

unfriendly decision of the government.”

Spurred up protest
Bangalore Bus Prayaanikara Vedike (BBPV),

an individual activists group is strongly protest-

ing against the hike. As part of the protest, the ve-

dike activists boarded a Vidhana Soudha-bound

bus from Majestic and paid Rs. 5 each for the

ticket as against the actual fare of Rs. 12.

Manohar, an integral part of BBPV and an ac-

tivist says, “We are protesting day in and day out.

We have arranged for a protest march to trans-

portation minister Ramalinga Reddy’s house this

upcoming weekend. More citizens should come

forward to protest against this injustice. Trans-

portation is the right of people and it shouldn’t

be a revenue generating mechanism.” The sad-

dest fact is that the price has increased four times

in the span of two years and soon KSRTC price

will also be hiked. Many other organizations like

Socialist Unity Centre of India (SUCI), Bus Com-

muters Forum, Hasiru Usiru and Alternate Law

Forum are all up to protest.

BMTC view point
BMTC explains, “There is going to be further

increase in diesel prices in the coming months as

well as increase in Dearness Allowance.

Continued on page 2>>

BMTC FARE HIKE:
COMMUTERS FUME
The BMTC announced its 15 per cent fare hike on April 24, exactly 
a week after elections were conducted in the state. Condemning 
the hike, bus travelers and other associations held series of pro-
test across the city including in Rajajiangar. 

DRILLING THE POCKETS: Activists of the Bangalore Bus Prayaanikara Vedike staged a 

protest in the city over the recent hike in the BMTC bus fares.

Bhaskar
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BMTC has to increase

its revenue by more than

Rs.300.00 crore during

the financial year 2014-15

to cover the losses of 2013-

14 as well as to take care

of future increase in the

cost of operation.

Keeping all these fac-

tors in view, the BMTC is

increasing its fare by over-

all 15%.  The increase may

vary little bit in different

stages.  This increase of

overall 15% will bring ad-

ditional revenue of rough-

ly Rs. 235.00 Crore.

The balance increase

of Rs. 60-65 crore will be

achieved through ongo-

ing process of route ra-

tionalization and by im-

The base fare for non-AC buses has been hiked from Rs 5 to Rs 6 and

AC buses from Rs 10 to Rs 15. The fares for the subsequent second and

third stages of the journey in the non/AC buses has been raised from Rs

10 to Rs 12 and Rs 12 to Rs 14 respectively. In the AC fleets, the cost for

the second stage will rise to Rs 15 and the third stage to Rs 20. Starting

from May 1, even the cost of bus passes will be hiked from Rs 55 to 65

with identity cards, while without ID cards, it will cost around Rs 70. The

monthly gold pass will cost Rs 70, the dedicated premium monthly pass

Rs 60, the A/C Suvarna Rs 95 and the gold day bus pass will cost Rs 140.

Hiked rates

BMTC fare...

feedback.bangalore@jagrancityplus.com
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THE place where the vehicles are

parked in Prakashnagar is known to

be a slum area. Multiple civic issues

prevail here causing trouble to the au-

thority. The new issue concerning this

area is the parking issues especially at

12th Cross. The sign board indicating

‘no parking’ is for no use and a huge

line of parked cars and bikes seems to

be mocking at the law makers.

K. Raveendran, BBMP Corporator

of ward 98 Prakashnagar seems to be

upset with the situation, he spoke to

Cityplus and said, “I had given notice

not just once but multiple times to the

residents of the slums regarding en-

croachment of footpath for multiple

purposes. I am aware of the parking

issues as well.  We authority is trying

level best to solve the situation but resi-

dents are not ready to co-operate.”  He

also added, “The problems in this area

are prevailing for over 30 years or so.”

The 12th Cross is congested and the

road is narrow. Adding to this, the out-

siders park their vehicles in this road as

it is accessible to Navrang stretch. To be

noted is that to find parking facilities at

Navrang is a Herculean task.

Rajamml, a resident of the slum

says, “We are slum dwellers and most of

us do not have vehicles. Though, there

is a garage at the spot. The garage does

not have any space so they park the de-

funct vehicles on the road side along

with the numerous vehicles parked by

the outsiders which is creating trouble.”

The overcrowded slum earns a liv-

ing by doing small businesses on the

road side. The garage is a means of

daily bread to many workers and unless

they get a better spot in this area, they

are not ready to move. The authority

is closing eyes at many issues concern-

ing the slum area seeing their situation

which is pathetic and deplorable.

Authorities fail to curb
parking menace
At 12th Cross
Prakashnagar near
Mariyappanapalya Park,
a set of law evaders are
parking vehicles at ‘no
���������������������-
cials remain blindfolded
towards the issue.

proving performance parameters.” Elections are

over and results are soon to be out. If the inflation

was suggested at least a few of Bangalore citizens

would have opted for NoVo (No Voting).
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ON the occasion of 85th birthday of 

late veteran actor Dr. Rajkumar, a 

grand celebration ‘Dr. Raj Utsava’ was 

arranged at Kurubarahalli Circle on 

24th April. The event was orgnised 

by Chalukya Dr. Rajkumar Statue 

Prathisthapana Trust in association 

with Grama Devathe Doddamma Devi 

Trust. 

The Chief guests were Parvatham-

ma Rajkumar, Poornima Lakshmi, 

Govinda Raju, N L Narendra Babu 

(MLA Mahalakshmi Layout) and ac-

tresses like Bhavana and Vanitha 

Vasu. Eminent personalities in the 

field of art, literature and film were 

honoured on the occasion. In 2013, a 

beautifully sculpted bronze statue of 

the late thespian was erected here at 

the circle by Chalukya Dr. Rajkumar 

Statue Prathisthapana Trust. The en-

tire statue costed Rs. 1.30 crores and 

represents Dr. Rajkumar on a chariot. 

The entire bronze statue is sculpted 

by DC Shivakumar of Bangalore. The 

fans who visit the Rajkumar Samadhi 

will also pay homage at this spot.

Dr. Raj Utsava celebrated to
observe actor’s birthday

HAPPING

DISCOURSE

Geeta Discourses 2014 by Swami Para-

marthanandaji

DATE: May 5 to May 10, 

Time: 7 am

VENUE: M.E.S Kishore Kendra School

13th Cross, 10th Main, Malleshwaram

DASA SMARANE 
The Kala Premi Foundation presents 

awareness and appre

ciation of art, literature and culture 

titled “Dasa Smarane” on the Kritis of 

Haridasas, by well known Vocalist & 

Guru, Karnataka Kalasri Vidushi P. 

Ramaa & party.DATE:May 3, 

TIME: 6pm, VENUE : Seva Sadan 

Auditorium
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Seminar on good
food habits
ON April 27, a lecture on good food habits titled ‘Know 

your Food’ was organized by RRWA 

(Rajajinagar Residents Welfare Asso-

ciation) at Ram Mandir auditorium, 

Rajajinagar 4th block. The lecture 

was given by Dr. Khadar and it was a 

grand success. 

The seminar was second of its kind 

organized by RRWA in 2014, the first 

being organic food festival. More than 

200 people attended the seminar in 

which Dr. Khadar explained in detail 

the cause for diabetics, high blood 

pressure, cancer and arthritis. An interactive session fol-

lowed the seminar which helped the audience to clear their 

doubts and understand the nuances of a good healthy diet. 

The importance of including the long forgotten millets was 

emphasized by the speaker. He also reminded how the sta-

ple diet of people is changing day by day due to busy life 

style.  

He further explained the food to avoid like bakery prod-

ucts, junk foods, oil and saturated items. Eating lemon, 

honey, unpolished organic rice, wheat, millets, fruits and 

vegetables should be included in day to day diet.  A stress 

on the need for growing trees or shurbs which are needed to 

balance nature stood out in Dr. Khadar’s speech.

Be a citizen Journalist. Be at the forefront of the 
change you want see in your city. Send us your 

 articles/ pictures at feedback.bangalore@
jagrancityplus.com

CITIZEN JOURNALIST

Honk but only when essential!
dangerous driving which may result in an ongoing danger, in-

form the police.  Honking is not certainly a way to express your

frustration with another driver.

There are many instances when road rage begins with ag-

gressive horn honking. We do not know another driver’s state

of mind, the kind of day he is having, or how he will react to

our blaring horn. Our safety is the top priority, so let us be calm

when driving. If we must honk our horn at someone, let us do

it lightly. Also, let us not yell; use angry words or hand or facial

gestures to show our anger at the other drivers. This may invite

retaliation!

Let us not use our horn to ask “How do you do?”
Do not honk at your friends because this could alarm other

drivers. You may startle another driver into slamming on their

brakes, aborting their turn, or performing some other danger-

ous manoeuvre. Your horn is not a way to say “Hey” as you drive

past your friends. What you think as a thrill may result in avoid-

able unpleasantness.

�������������������������������������������������������
We know well. In traffic jam better not to honk. It isn’t going

to make the situation any better; in fact, it will make it worse for

everyone around us.

Honking is sometimes prohibited
In some cities, honking your horn between certain hours

in certain zones is prohibited and Police used to put up sign

boards.  It is not unusual for school buses honking early morn-

ing to get the kids outside. In fact people get used to this kind of

alarms!  We need not worry when honking is done as absolute

necessity.  But not willing to get out of the car and ring the door-

bell is no grounds or excuse for using your horn!

Maybe when you honk if you’re …
Honking does not always pertain to alerting other drivers.

Honking has become a way of showing support some times.

The bottom line is to refrain from immediately reacting to a

driver’s “wrong” move by giving a quick beep. People make mis-

takes and sometimes you need to just let it go rather than using

your horn to vent out your reaction! -M Krishnamurthy

IT is not that there should be a total ban

on using the horns. The suggestion is only

to bring a valid point that horn should be

used only when absolutely needed in ap-

propriate and reasonable manner. This

should be only done with a view to

ensuring your own safe driving and

also for alerting others in any case of

emergency.  

Use your horn to ensure safe driving
There are times when it becomes immi-

nent to use the horn to alert other drivers

on the road. Common sense should prevail

not to use your horn when there is no im-

mediate threat of a crash. Please keep in

mind that there is a big

difference between

giving a quick “beep”

and laying your

hand on the horn

with an obnoxious

“beeeeeeeeeep”.

For example, if the

driver in front of you

at a red light is not

paying attention when

the light changes to green,

you can wait for a few seconds and then give

a light, quick tap on the horn.

If another driver is driving too close to

the lane line or almost hits you, it is appro-

priate on your part to give a quick “beep”

to let him know that he has committed a

driving error and need to be more cautious.

A quick honk of the horn generally means

“Watch what you’re doing!”

Don’t horn to express your frustration
Your horn is not a way for you to tell an-

other driver that you don’t like his driving. If

you are so much concerned about someone’s

EXCELLENT earning opportunity 

Earn upto 50,000 pm. An MNC 

looking for housewives, VRS/Retired 

professionals, CA, teachers, bankers, 

mutual fund agents, PUC passed / 

Graduates & postal agents. Contact 

Navin : 98860 10811.

PART time/full time job opportunity 

in an MNC for retired / VRS 

Bankers, auditors, tax consultants 

& housewives. Earn 25k to 30k per 

month by working 3 to 4 hours in 

a day. Quali�cation – PUC & above. 

Contact : 9986927400.

MATHS Tuition - Learn from an IITian 

in Basaveshwaranagar, Class VI-XII, 

I-PUC, II-PUC - CBSE, ICSE/ISC, State 

Board, International Boards. Individual 

Attention. Guaranteed Results. 

Contact: 9986849753/ 9353006244 / 

chand.vishy@gmail.com

SPOT CASH. We release your pledged 

gold from �nance / bank and buy 

them at best price (Per Gram 2,750/-) 

Contact : S.J. Gold Buyers 9739257471.

WE do buy shares of bombay 

wire ropes, essar steel, mid-east 

integreted steels, jagdambe polymer, 

si capital, elgi ultra, bse etc......... 

also other companies which are 

existing  in physical/ dmat mode. 

con: 9844712429/9739295299, email: 

amsa.ent@gmail.com

JOBS

JOBS AT MNC

TUITION

FINANCE & LOANS

MEDICAL

UN-QUOTED SHARES

To advertise in

Cityplus

please call:

9741240854

WE buy old o�ce & house hold 

furniture, electronic & electrical goods, 

UPS, batteries, scraps,old watches, silk 

sarees, two wheeler & four wheeler 

etc., Mob-9448955878 / 8123026588. 

arun74_prasad@redi�mail.com

BUYING & SELLING
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Jay may appear to be reserved to peo-

ple who first meet him but once you

break the ice with him, he may surprise

you with his rare ideas. This seventh

standard boy is a Marwari, born and

brought up in Bangalore.

  He is a crème de la crème student at

Sindhi High school. Jay shares, “I love

painting and drawing but more than

this, I am an ardent collector of choco-

late wrappers.” He adds, “My dad and

sister are also great collectors. This in-

spired me to be a collector of some sort.

My sister has a huge collection of draw-

ings and my dad collects coins and I

started collecting chocolate wrappers.”

The strengthening spur
   Jay shares about his motivation fac-

tors, he explains, “My family is such

where art meets heart. Daddy moti-

vates, mummy supports and sister

Palak inspires me a lot. My school

teachers encourage me to get the best

out of me.” Jay assures that he was not

a good artist at first but he was awak-

ened to the world of art by his sister

who is an ardent painter. Jay says,

“Initially, I was very bad in drawing but

my sister’s dedication made me to take

up this interest and now I am trying

to beat her in art work. Also watching

my father collecting coins stamps, I

wanted to match him and so thought

of collecting chocolate wrappers.”

    His wardrobe is full of rare chocolate

wrappers. Both the siblings like eating

chocolates but Jay collects the wrap-

pers with passion and keeps it close

to his heart.  His collections includes

Indian brands as well as international

chocolate wrappers; Ferrero Rocher,

Schlanderer, Twix, Mars, Dairy milk

silk limited editions and festival packs

are his valuable asset.

His role model
The highly ambitious young lad wants

to be a rare among rare collector. He

explains, “My role model is my mum.

She stood by me when I was bad in

drawing and keeps my wrappers tidy

even when I am away. I like nature and

love drawing its scenic beauty for it

connects me to environment.”

Message to all
This little boy is a bundle of energy

and speaks above his age of maturity.

He says, “One should not to lose heart

anytime, instead work hard to taste

success. Challenges are part and par-

cel of everyone’s life.”

One Liner
Favourite Cartoon: Ninja Hattori

Favourite TV Show: Comedy serial

‘Tarak Mehta’

Pets: I do not like pets but I am my

mummy’s pet

Love: I love to be loved by all and ap-

preciated by all.

He signs off with a broad smile.

GEN-X

A little Picasso in making

KID’S CORNER

Aditya Sai,
 6 Years

Palak Punamiya, 14 years Manoghna, 7 years

Ashwin, 13 years

Kids aged between 6-14
years can contribute

drawings,
paintings and poems for
this column. Mail your

creations and
photographs at

feedback.bangalore@
jagrancityplus.com

Jay T Punamiya hails from a family where art is considered in high regards. This 
little painter has multiple interests and the innocence of a child is visible in all 
his work. He also has a hobby of collecting rare chocolate wrappers. 

STOCHASTIC, a group art exhibition was held 

at Vismaya Gallery, Rangoli Metro Art Centre. 

Sixteen young budding artists showcased their 

art work at the gallery which comprises of Oil 

and acrylic, sculpture, fiber glass and metal, 

photography, canvas, metal and thread etch-

ing, fiber glass, plywood, leather and fiber. 

The five-day art exhibition witnessed huge 

influx of art lovers and people of all age group 

appreciating the collection of art works. Each 

artist has worked on different concepts to ex-

hibit their art work. The exhibition focused on 

culture, tradition, history and music.       

Commenting on this Nagesh, a visitor at 

the exhibition said, “It was a nice display of art 

pieces, it is one of the good art galleries in the 

city and it can improve a lot in coming days.” 

Sharing his experience Venkatesh M, one 

of the sixteen budding artist said, “The theme 

of my acrylic canvas was to intervene into the 

prehistoric sensibility of artistic expression 

and the way it is perceived today.”

Budding artists
��������������
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YOU CAN ALSO PICKUP YOUR FREE 
COPY OF CITYPLUS FROM THE 

FOLLOWING OUTLETS

POORNAYU AYURVEDA HOSPITAL

2nd block Rajajinagar

2.SEVABHAI HOSPITAL

5th block Rajajinagar

VASAN DENTAL CARE

1st block Rajajinagar

NAVARANG DIAGNOSTIC CENTER 

DR. Rajkumar Road

NETHRADHAMA EYE HOSPITAL

2nd block DR Rajkumar road Rajajinagar

DIACON HOSPITAL

1st block Rajajinagar

PRAKASH JEWELLERS

1st Block, Rajajinagar

YS DIAGNOSTICS 

3rd stage, Basveshwarnagar

VATHSALYA SPECIALTY HOSPITAL

3rd stage  Basveshwarnagar 

DR BHASKAR SHENOY

3rd stage Basveshwarnagar

DR AGARWAL EYE HOSPITAL LTD

Modi hospital road Basveshwarnagar 

CHORD ROAD HOSPITAL PVT LTD 

West of chord road Basveshwarnagar

JURMOLOYA RAVA

VANI Murthy is a woman of sub-

stance in true sense. A homemaker and

mother, she has been an inspiration

for many in the city who want to bring

about a change.  She has transformed

over the last 3 years to practice, guide

and inspire many to pioneer with her

the cause of waste management, home

composting and terrace gardening. A

member of We Care for Malleswaram,

Yes in My Back Yard, the Malleswaram

Swabhimana Initiative and the Solid

Waste Management Round Table,

spreading awareness about why and

how waste should be segregated is

one of Vani’s primary activities in the

neighbourhood.

Early life

   Though Vani Murthy was born in

Bangalore she spent her childhood

Hyderabad. Later, she moved to Ban-

galore after her marriage. In 2003, she

did a course at Landmark Education

called “Have a life of joy” which moti-

vated her a lot and made her think to

give back something to society.  She

joined Malleshwaram Welfare Associa-

tion and here she met different people

from the society and was part of sev-

eral projects which helped the society.

She then joined Bala Janaagraha and

did campaign for voter list and was in-

strumental in bringing 95% accuracy

in the voter list in her area.

A green champion
Vani’s journey with green started when

she went to Vellore with Dr Meenakshi

Bharath. Here they saw a dry waste

collection center and brought back

lessons on waste management. Later

in 2010, when the High Court ordered

segregating waste, a mandatory for

all the city dwellers, she with the help

of Meenakshi started cleaning the

area. Talking about this she says, “At

first, when we thought of segregat-

ing waste, it sounded very hard but

when we started doing it, it became

an easy task.”     They both teamed

up and started a campaign called

'Stink free Malleswaram', a program

to find solutions to prevent roadside

urination. Vani was a key player who

was also part of implementing ITC’s

WOW (Wealth out of Waste) program

at Renaissance Regalia apartment in

Malleshwaram. For last 5 years, the

apartment has sustained the project

and has been inspirational for others.

The WOW program inspired the resi-

dents of Sadashivanagar who started

Sada Zero, a community initiative.

As member of the SWMRT, she has

gone to a number of apartments in the

city to talk about waste management.

In early 2012, she started a commu-

nity initiative in Malleshwaram called

‘We Care for Malleswaram’. We Care

puts up road shows and interactive

exhibits on waste and its management

in Malleswaram and other neighbour-

hoods.

   Vani Murthy has been part of sev-

eral seminars including Bio Fach 2012

on Composting and The Alternative

2013 on Zero Waste Home. She was

also a guest lecturer at Urban Krishi

Mela (national level seminar) in 2013

on Urban Home Composting and cur-

rently she is a guest speaker with the

ongoing efforts of the Horticulture

Department to encourage urban ter-

race gardening and home composting.

Urban farming
   After plenty of research and practice,

apart from guiding people, she active-

ly experiments with new techniques

of composting. Her home is now a

compost lab. Every local vegetable,

herb and fruit seems are grown here

including beans, chillies, cauliflowers,

gourds and tomatoes. Many people

come to visit her terrace, hoping to

start their own gardens or compost-

ing efforts.

Awards and recognition
   Vani has bagged several awards

for her green contributions. Kalasha

Award 2010-11 was presented to her

by the Inner Wheel Club of Bangalore

West. Vani's apartment building Re-

naissance Regalia won the Best Waste

Wise Apartment Runner Up award at

the Recycle Habba in 2011. She was

the active member of The Solid Waste

Management Round Table which won

the Namma Bengaluru award in April

2012. We Care for Malleswaram were

the runners up in the people’s green

awards at TCS 10k – 2012. She was

also featured in Aamir Khan’s TV

show Satyameva Jayate this year.

THE April edition of Ananya Nrityol-

lasa, featured three promising young 

dancers - Vidya Thayoor, Ananya 

Ramesh and Shubhadha Prabhakar. 

They are disciples of Bangalore's fore-

most Gurus - Dr. Soundarya Srivathsa, 

Dr. Sridhar and Anuradha Sridhar and 

Guru. B Bhanumathi, in the respective 

order.

The first performer was Vidya 

Thayoor, who began with a popular 

Ganesha Sthuthi - Sri Vighna Rajam 

Bhaje, followed by a Krithi on Lord 

Rama - Ra Ra Rajeeva Lochana. Vid-

ya moved on to present a beautifully 

composed Daru Varnam - Sannutangi 

Sri Chamundeshwari where she por-

trayed various facets of Devi. Vidya 

concluded with a Kannada Geethe 

- Houdene Uma, an interesting piece 

describing the contempt of Parvathi's 

mother towards her son-in-law Shiva.

Next, the audience got to witness 

a neat delineation of the famous 

Varnam - Swami Nan undan adimai 

in Nattakuranji Raga, by Ananya 

Ramesh. Various aspects of a Nayika 

pining for unison with her Lord Shiva 

were portrayed in the beautifully cho-

reographed Varnam. She concluded 

with an Abhinaya piece - Idene Sakhi, 

a melodious Javali in Raga Behag.

The evening culminated with a vi-

brant recital by Shubhadha S, a senior 

disciple of Guru B Bhanumathi and 

Smt. Sheela Chandrashekhar. Shub-

hadha presented a Telugu composi-

tion on the seven hills of Thirupathi, 

choreographed by Guru Smt. Sheela 

Chandrashekhar in a Varnam format. 

This piece beautifully depicted vari-

ous stories associated with Thirupathi 

and the music was specially composed 

by Karnataka Kalashree Vidwan DS 

Srivathsa. Shubhadha ended her re-

cital with the popular Madhuvanthi 

Thillana.

Present in the audience was emi-

nent dancer, and Guru of Kum Ananya 

Ramesh - Dr. Shridhar. Sri Vyasa Rao 

felicitated the artistes for the evening.

-Divya Ravi

An inspirational
urban farmer
Meet Vani Murthy, a city-based waste management campaigner who has hooked herself big time into
composting. She is Malleswaram’s most recognizable face who is thriving for zero waste.

BACKYARD COMPOSTER: Vani Murthy has a garden full of fresh herbs,
flowers, vegetables and wriggling earthworms. She has tried and tested
every method available to deal with food and garden waste every day.

Young dancers mesmerize at Ananya

IN FOCUS
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HEALTH

Allergies and asthma go hand-in-hand but one has to know the difference between these two chronic ailments.
On this World Asthma Day (May 6), let’s get to know about the breathing allergies which if not treated on time
can lead to chronic allergic asthma.

point to be noted is that every allergy does not
constitute to be asthma. If treated and detected
on time, a breathing allergy can be cured from
becoming allergic asthma. Senior Consultant,
Respiratory Medicine, Dr Animesh Arya said,
“Allergy is the reaction of the immunity system
to a foreign substance which is otherwise not
harmful to others. Everyone may not be prone
to these allergies. Only two to three per cent of
people with inborn allergies are prone to such
allergies.” The particles that induce an allergy
are known as allergens. The following
are the common allergens that trigger
breathing allergies:

��Animals (pet hair or dander)
��Dust mites
��Certain medicines like aspirin and other

non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS)
��Changes in weather, most often cold

weather
��Chemicals in the air or in food
��Exercising
��Pollens
��Respiratory infections like common cold

��Strong emotions like stress
��Tobacco smoke
Apart from inhaled allergens like pollens and

dust, food allergies also act as triggers. Some
of the food items that may possibly trigger a
breathing attack are:

��Food preservatives
��Fish
��Cow’s milk
��Shrimps
��Pickled food items

Symptoms of an allergy
Director and Head- Pulmonology, Dr Vivek

Nangia says, “Patients could have running
nose, watery eyes, sneezing, coughing and
breathlessness. Some people also come with
skin rashes and generalised urticaria.”

Senior consultant, Respiratory Critical Care,
Dr Manav Manchanda adds, “Also wheezing,
shortness of breath, chest tightness, pain
and pressure are some of the symptoms that
point towards the later stage of allergy. The
symptoms may also vary from one attack to the

next, being mild during one and severe during
another.”
Precautions

Those prone to allergies should avoid contact
with the allergens that trigger their infection. The
following are a few precautionary tips:

��Keep the houses dust free and insect
free

��Avoid coming in contact with smoke
��Keep the pets out of the house
��Avoid using heavy carpets, furnishings,

curtains
��Periodically wash the bed linen and dry

them under the sun
��Avoid cotton pillows
��Stay indoors during dust storms
��Avoid flowering plants
� Avoid taking a walk at the time of dusk

as the pollens are maximum at time of the day
“If not treated on time, breathing allergies

lead to asthma. One should be aware of the
allergens that trigger their breathing problems
and try to maintain a safe distance from them,”
adds Dr Vivek.

Atopic individuals are prone

Atopic individuals are generally prone 
to allergens and display signs of allergies. 
Atopy is a tendency where the immune 
system becomes sensitised and produced 
antibodies towards foreign elements. 
�Those having a family history of atopy 

are most prone to allergic infections. 
�Respiratory diseases in the childhood 

may increase the chances of becoming 
prone to allergies. 

�It is difficult to prevent this 
sensitisation in infants as there is no 
full proof detection of the factors. asthmalea

ds
 toasthmaallergyChronicVANI MALIK

AS per a report of World Health Organisation
(WHO), over 20 per cent of the world’s population
suffers from medicated allergic diseases out of
which breathing allergy tops the chart. But the

We invite DOCTORS 
to list themselves in this column 

and making themselves available 
for service in their neighborhood.

PILES & FISTULA

DENTAL CLINIC

DR. ASHWIN PORWAL’S HEALING HANDS CLINIC

FREEDOM FROM PILES

Specialisation - Piles, Constipation, Fistula,

Prolapse, Hernia.

Address: Near Railway Station, Pune.

Contact:                                                            8888288884

DENTAL BLOOM

DR. DEEPAK MEHTA, M.D.S

Center for Aesthetic & Restorative Dentistry

Address: #10, L-M, 2nd �oor, 4th N block, Dr. 

Rajkumar road, Rajajinagar, Bangalore – 560010.

For Appointment Contact:                    9845140082

                                                                              9590788030

C-93003256240714

HOMOEOPATHY
DR. BHAT’S HOMOEOPATHY.

DR. CHANDRASHEKAR BHAT, M.D.

DR. ARCHANA BHAT, BHMS, MS (CP). 

Specialisation: Allergy, Asthma, Skin, Thyroid, 

Arthritis, Children-women Ailments, PCOD, 

Migraine, Infertility, Counselling.

Address: 7th Main, “A” Block, Rajajinagar 2nd 

Stage, Malleshwaram West

(5 minutes From Orion Mall)

Contact:                             9740340402, 9632492802

Website:       www.drbhatshomeopathy.com

C-93003178160115

To Advertise Call:
9741240854

Unique pendulum supported 

NATURAL SCIENTIFIC TREATMENT

(ONLY PHOTO REQUIRED)

People in di�culty of any nature physical, mental,

in family, society or work area, poor business

or poor personality & performance.

Contact: with full details and photograph.

VARADARAJ PAI:                                        09986123396

COSMIC RAY THERAPY

KARNATAKA has been at the forefront of 

promoting Indian Fine Arts over a period 

of time through various organisations and 

temples. So much so, that Karnataka is rec-

ognised as the hub of cultural activities.

With an intent to further this image of 

Karnataka and to promote Indian Fine Arts 

on a larger scale, 10 prestigious organisa-

tions have come together to form “Karna-

taka Fine Arts Council” (KFAC). 

The main objectives of this council are to 

promote fine arts and work for artiste’s and 

sabha’s welfare by liaising with the Govern-

ment, organise conferences and summits, 

institute fine arts scholarships to the eco-

nomically underprivileged artistes, produce 

documentaries, etc. 

The 10 organisations include The Ban-

�������������������������������
galore Gayana Samaja, Sri Rama Lalitha Kala 

Mandira, BTM Cultural Academy, Ananya 

GML Cultural Academy, Nadasurabhi Cultural 

Association, Sree Guruvayurappan Bhajan 

Samaj Trust, Bharatiya Samagana Sabha, MA 

Narasimhachar Music Foundation, Vishesha 

Fine Arts, and Ranjani Fine Arts. 

To actively and aggressively encourage Kar-

natak Music among the young, KFAC has an-

nounced “Kalavanta 2014”, a grand eight days 

National Level Karnatak Music Youth Festi-

val between May 18 and May 25, 2014 at The 

Bangalore Gayana Samaja. This will feature 14 

concerts of one and a half hours each by the 

most talented youth across India which will 

culminate in awarding the prestigious “Kala-

vanta” award for the best performing artistes. 

A distinguished panel of judges will adjudicate 

the concerts and will also factor “audience’s 

voice”. In addition to a citation and prize mon-

ey, the winners will also get to perform in the 

member organisations of KFAC over the next 

one year. This is the biggest event to encourage 

the youth to take to Karnatak music, and will 

be webcast live.

 Among other programs, KFAC also plans to 

make Karnataka the fine arts destination for 

youth during the month of May and June. 
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VANI MALIK

RISING awareness about eating fruits and 
greens has propelled a lot of us towards 
planning diets for ourselves. But we ignore the 
fact that every body composition is different and 
foods that may suit one person may not be fit for 
the other. Perhaps this is the reason why even 
after eating what we term as “nutritious diet”, 
we fail to remain fit and keep diseases at bay.

Therefore, before planning any diet it is 
important to note that as per Ayurveda there 
are three types of body compositions - Vatha, 
Pitta and Kapha - known as ‘tridosha’ in 
Sanskrit meaning ‘things that control your body 
and mind’. They are mainly the deciding factors 
of our diet. These doshas are governed by five 
eternal elements known as air, fire, water, earth 
and space. Out of these elements the ones 
which overpowers at the time of birth helps in 
deciding the body composition.

KNOW YOUR BODY COMPOSITION
Nadi Pariksha, evolved 5000 years ago 

helps analyse the body composition by reading 
the pulse. It should be examined during the day 
time when the person is empty stomach.  

EAT WHAT’S IN YOUR DOSHA
Dr Lalita Bhatt, BMS, Nadi says, “Those

wanting to lose weight unknowingly consume
things that may be extremely harmful for their
body composition, resulting in no weight loss.
Every body type has different response to
different food products.” The following are the
characteristics of the different dosha.

VATA
This body type does not easily adjust to the 

changes in lifestyle, diet and climate. These are 
a few physical and emotional attributes. They 
have normal body weight. They have dryness 
in the body, internal or external, or even both.
Thery are multi-taskers. No one can draw 
boundaries for them. They are free-thinkers and 
work as per their own will with par excellence. 

Dr Lalita Bhatt shares tips on balancing 
your doshas by eating right and following 
certain precautions: 

Balance your Vata dosha by taking the 
following measures:

� Avoid any dry food like dry vegetables, 
refined flour. Raw food, frozen food and biscuits. 

� Gas producing food like potatoes and 
cauliflowers are harmful. 

� Beans like kidney beans and a few pulses 

also don’t go well with this body composition. 
� Keep yourself warm during winter, avoid 

going out in windy weather and rain.
� Don’t try to suppress your emotions.
� Don’t control urination.
� Activities causing extensive wear and 

tear should be avoided like strenuous sport 
sactivities, over exertion, fasting, etc. 

� Smoking, alcohol and stimulants don’t go 
well with your system.

� Sweet fruits like mangoes and bananas 
are suitable. Also legumes like oong dal are 
extremely beneficial. 

PITTA
Pitta, as the name suggests

denotes heat and anger. It is
a combination of fire and
water. The

principle properties of this dosha are
light, hot, helpful, open,  unpleasant
odour, etc. Their characteristics are that
Anger and irritation are prevalent in this
dosha.People of this dosha usually wear
spectacles. Their hair is slightly oily and
leads to early greying. They have problem
of pigmentation.For them, the taste of the
food matters, not the quantity. Greed,

jealousy, cruelty, competition can lead
to an imbalance. They find it difficult

to deal with these emotional
attributes.

Balance your Pita dosha by 
taking the following measures:

� Avoid spices and sour foods 

� Fast food, fried, salty and oily food is not 
very beneficial, limit intake. 

� Acidic food should be avoided in excess.
� Avoid taking hot water baths. 
� Sun, chemicals and steam should be 

avoided.

KAPHA
 Earth and water constitute the Kapha

dosha in any individual. The attributes of
this dosha are smooth, strong, thick, soft,
steady, etc. The characteristics of this dosha
are that they do not bother about anything.
They have a sharp memory.  They are
extremely good and loyal friends. They have
a neutral approach towards everything.
Anger and happiness is balanced. For
them, quantity of food matters equally with
quality. They cannot do with small quantity
of food.

Balance your Kapha dosha by taking the 
following measures: 

� Milk does not suit their system that well.
� Sweet products in excess should be 

avoided.
� Regular physical activity is a must.
� Excessive sleep makes them lazy, this 

should be avoided. 
� Salty, heavy, oily, stale, cold, sweet in 

excess is extremely harmful. 
Ayurveda practitioner Rupa Sahai added,

“There are many individuals who possess
characteristics of two doshas like vata-
pitta, pitta-kapha or kapha-vata. In this
situation, one has to take care of the dos
and don’ts of both the doshas and carefully
strike a balance between them.”
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What’s your

Dosha?
You may be following a so called healthy diet, yet illnesses

continue to strike. But are you aware if that diet suits your body
composition, whether you are VATA, PITA or KAPHA type.

Read to know more:
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